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APPEAL CASES
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BERMUDA
Prohibition on control of local companies by non-Bermudians — Whether company 
“controlled by Bermudians” if foreign firm having effective commercial control
Walkers (Bermuda) Ltd v Bermuda Bar Council PC 1082

CONFLICT OF LAWS
Claims against UK parent company and Zambian subsidiary — Whether to be brought  
in UK or Zambia
Lungowe v Vedanta Resources plc (International Commission of Jurists intervening) SC(E) 1045

ROAD TRAFFIC
Motorist’s car catching fire during course of repair undertaken by motorist and damaging  
premises — Whether motor insurance policy covering motorist’s liability to premises owner
UK Insurance Ltd v Holden SC(E) 1025

QUEEN’S BENCH DIVISION

ESTOPPEL
Judgment of foreign court — Whether capable of giving rise to issue estoppel in English  
proceedings if foreign legal system having no doctrine of issue estoppel
MAD Atelier International BV v Manès Bryan J 971

HUMAN RIGHTS
Passport Office’s policy to issue passports bearing either male or female indicator  
— Whether infringing Convention rights of persons identifying as non-gendered
R (Elan-Cane) v Secretary of State for the Home Department (Human Rights  
Watch intervening) CA 929

CHANCERY DIVISION 

PRACTICE
Beneficiary under Bahamian trust asserting joint privilege in documents containing legal  
advice taken by trustee — Whether to be determined in accordance with Bahamian law
Dawson-Damer v Taylor Wessing llp CA 746

TORT
Causing loss by unlawful means — Whether essential ingredient of tort that defendant’s  
unlawful conduct interfered with third party’s liberty to deal with claimant
Secretary of State for Health v Servier Laboratories Ltd CA 717
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FAMILY DIVISION

CHILDREN
Child wrongfully retained while in non-Hague Convention state — Whether retention  
subsequently justiciable in England and Wales
In re H (A Child) CA 375

CHILDREN
Local authority applying for child assessment order — Whether jurisdiction to make if  
authority believing child suffering significant harm
In re I (Children) CA 390
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Since they entered circulation in 1953, The Weekly Law  
Reports have provided the most up to date and  
comprehensive generalist coverage of law-changing  
judgments in England and Wales.

To address the increasing demand over recent years for wider  
and deeper coverage of case law, we have significantly  
expanded The Weekly Law Reports. 

As a user of The Weekly Law Reports, you will be famil-
iar with the existing three volumes. Volume 1 covers points 
of law of general interest and procedural matters. Volumes 2 
and 3 contain cases of greater significance which will subse-
quently appear (with the addition of a note of argument) in  
The Law Reports. 

Volume 4 of The Weekly Law Reports provides extended 
coverage of cases which we do not have room to report in  
the print edition but are nevertheless instructive and useful to 
practitioners and students alike. You can find them, along with 
those reported in Volumes 1 to 3, on ICLR Online.
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